Editorial E1028 THIEME Performance measurement is now routine in many areas of medicine and is relatively easy to apply to colonoscopy practice as there are several variables that can be quantified. The oldest and universally reported performance indicator is the cecal intubation rate (CIR). It is globally agreed that the standard for cecal intubation should be at least 90 %, which is to say that the endoscopist should be able to pass the colonoscope to the cecum in at least 90 % of cases. A lower CIR is associated with poorer outcomes [1] . For decades this single parameter was the focus of audit, training and performance assessment. As a single parameter, however, the CIR is now considered to be an inadequate reflection of global competency and additional performance measures are now routinely reported as markers of quality colonoscopy. Razzak et al. in this journal describe other key performance indicators (KPIs) that are accepted as measures of colonoscopy quality and explore whether active monitoring of these has an impact on performance. One such KPI, the Adenoma Detection Rate (ADR) is generally accepted as the best surrogate marker for colonoscopic diagnostic accuracy having a proven association with cancer pick up and interval rates [2] . It is therefore appropriate to monitor this parameter. In Kaminski's study, an ADR of < 20 % in a screening population was significantly associated with an increased rate of interval cancer. Razzak et al. report their study, which monitored 2 KPIs: the ADR and negative Cecal Withdrawal Time (CWT) (the time taken to extubate the colon in cases where no polyps were removed). They found no significant impact on ADR or CWT across each study phase. This study showed a direct relation between high ADR performers and increased CWT in keeping with other studies [3, 4] and it is now generally accepted that a mean (negative) withdrawal time > 6 minutes should be employed during screening colonoscopy in order to optimize ADR. Although Razzak's study population was broader than Kaminski's, [2] the baseline ADR of > 30 % is respectable, indicating that the endoscopists studied were already performing at a reasonably high level. Razzak demonstrated a range of ADR, with some endoscopists having almost double the rate of others. This variability is a feature of other studies [5] . The design of their study was simply to inform the endoscopists that they were being monitored without providing a target range for CWT and without any feedback to the group. Of note the only information they were given regarding ADR was that there would be a performance incentive for those with an ADR > 25 %, however, because all endoscopists were performing at a higher level than that anyway, there may have been little incentive to improve. It is important to consider whether there are unintended consequences of monitoring performance. Razzak showed some negative outcomes of monitoring: When CWT alone was monitored, fewer adenomas were removed per examination. When the ADR was the focus, more adenomas were removed. One explanation for this could be that without the context for why CWT was monitored, the endoscopists may have rushed as they may have felt they should complete the procedure more quickly. Their data suggests that during the period of CWT and ADR monitoring, more insignificant polyps were removed and there was a nonsignificant rise in post-polypectomy adverse events. Searching for and removing low-risk or no-risk lesions, particularly in elderly patients, may be an adverse unintended consequence of monitoring endoscopists [6] as "gaming" behavior may occur in order to satisfy the requisite measures. It is perhaps worth considering adjusting KPIs depending on the patient population so that elderly patients are not put at unnecessary risk.
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Another notable finding was the rise in the number of cases where bowel preparation was reported as "inadequate" during the ADR monitoring phase. Previous studies have shown an association between ADR and judgment of quality of bowel preparation where higher ADR performers tend to be more critical of quality of bowel preparation and conversely lower performers are more accepting of poor bowel preparation [7] . An unintended consequence of this could be an increased number of repeated procedures with the inherent risks and costs entailed. In the improvement science literature the term used for monitoring KPIs and reporting back to health professionals is "Audit and Feedback." A Cochrane review showed that the "effect of audit and feedback on professional behaviour and on patient outcomes ranges from little or no effect to a substantial effect" [8] . This reflects the heterogeneity of the studies and their interventions. Audit and feedback is most likely to have a significant impact on performance and outcomes if, as a minimum, the target parameters are clearly defined. It is perhaps unsurprising, therefore, that this study's findings suggest that monitoring quality metrics did not have a significant effect on the performance of the small group of endoscopists studied. In order to effect change, monitoring alone without feedback is unlikely to be successful. The clinical context in which parameters are measured, feeding back the results, and ensuring the evidence base for standards are made clear are a minimum. Audit and feedback have the potential to identify and correct flaws in technique responsible for suboptimal performance [9] but may also be able to develop a culture shift through targeted training with a wider effect through role modelling and behavioral change to a broader group of endoscopists [10] . The use of appropriate targets and action plans to rectify deficiencies has also been shown to improve outcomes. A combination of these approaches is likely to have the most long lasting and broadest impact, but exactly which interventions are most effective needs further study. High performance in colonoscopy is difficult to define but it is clear that several measures can predict important outcomes such as low interval cancer rates and low complication rates, both primary aims of screening colonoscopy. Although technical skills can be taught and measured using validated tools [11, 12] , the so-called Endoscopic Non-Technical Skills (ENTS) and specifically attitudes are much more difficult to teach and monitor. ENTS are undoubtedly very important, however, not only for high-level performance but will also impact how an endoscopist responds to being monitored. Measurement for "measurement sake" should be avoided. Training and feedback should be in the context of the clinical situation, with targeted training interventions available to encourage professional development. Future studies should consider how monitoring is presented to individuals in order to achieve the most useful outcomes.
